Abstract An antiautomorphism H of a semigroup 5 is a 1-1 mapping of S onto itself such that H(xy) = H(y)H(x) for all x, y in S. An antiautomorphism H is an involution if H2(x) = x for all x in S. In this paper the following question is answered: Does there exist a finite semigroup with antiautomorphism but no involution? This question, suggested by I. Kaplansky, was answered in the affirmative with the aid of an automated theorem-proving program. More precisely, there are exactly four such semigroups of order seven and none of smaller order. The program was a completely general one, and did not calculate the solution directly, but rather rendered invaluable assistance to the mathematicians investigating the question by helping to generate and examine various models. A detailed discussion of the approach is presented with the intention of demonstrating the usefulness of a theorem prover in carrying out certain types of mathematical research.
1. Introduction. This paper has three objectives. The first is to present an answer to an open question concerning antiautomorphisms of finite semigroups. The second is to describe some functions of a general-purpose automated theorem prover and show how it was used in the investigation of this question. Finally, we wish to solicit other significant questions of a similar nature. Indeed, since no additional programming was required for the attack on this problem, those who understand the techniques presented here should be able to use our theoremproving system for their own purposes. Since the paper is addressed to groups with widely differing backgrounds, it is written at an elementary level throughout.
1.1. The Results. There is a finite semigroup which supports an antiautomorphism but no involution. All necessary definitions are given in Section 2.1, one such semigroup is given in Section 2.2, and a small example (order 7) is given in Section 2.3. The theorem-proving techniques used in the discovery of this example are described in detail in this paper.
There are exactly four semigroups of order 7 having the above property and no smaller semigroups with this property. The techniques used in arriving at this result are very different from those used in the first part of the investigation and will be described in a later paper.
1.2. The Theorem Prover. The theorem prover used here is a general-purpose resolution-based program developed over the past eight years at Northern Illinois University and Argonne National Laboratory. Nothing was added to the program to orient it towards this particular problem, nor towards algebra in general. Rather, a collection of nonstandard input statements was prepared which caused the program to generate and check models instead of deriving a contradiction from the input, which is how it has traditionally been used. Particular use was made of the program's capabilities for dealing with equality. Some fundamental theoremproving concepts are presented in Section 3 for those unfamiliar with automated theorem proving, and the technique used to cause the theorem prover to generate and check models is described in detail in Section 4.
1.3. Solicitation of Problems. Theorem-proving technology has advanced slowly over the last fifteen years, but has now reached the state of being able to do more than simple exercises. The authors believe that for a limited class of problems theorem provers can be of real use to mathematicians and other researchers whose calculations are algebraic and logical rather than numerical. The project described here is offered as an example of such use. Several investigations of a similar nature are currently under way, and more problems which might yield to computer-aided attack are solicited. Some success on such problems in a field different from the one described here is described in [6] .
2. The Main Result. In this section, we present the relevant definitions, some lemmas, and the technique used to find the desired semigroup. We will describe which parts of the process were assisted by the theorem prover but will defer to a later section the discussion of exactly how it was used.
Definitions and Lemmas.
Definition. A semigroup S is a nonempty set together with an associative binary operation Sx5-»5.
Definition. An automorphism K of a semigroup S is a 1-1 map of 5 onto S such that for all x, y in S, /sT(x)AT(y) = Kixy). An antiautomorphism H of S is a 1-1 map of S onto S such that for all x, y in S, Hixy) = i/(y)Hix). An antiautomorphism is nontrivial if it is not an automorphism.
Definition. A (nontrivial) involution J of & semigroup S is a (nontrivial) antiautomorphism of S such that J2 = 1, the identity map.
Remark. It is easy to see that if H is a (nontrivial) antiautomorphism, then Hk is an automorphism for even k and a (nontrivial) antiautomorphism for odd k. Since the identity map is an automorphism, the order of a nontrivial antiautomorphism must always be even. Furthermore, if H has order 2«, then H" is either a nontrivial involution or an automorphism of order 2 depending on whether n is odd or even. This observation motivates the following question, communicated to us by I.
Kaplansky.
Question. Does there exist a finite semigroup which has a nontrivial antiautomorphism but no nontrivial involution?
Note that if such a semigroup exists then by the remark above, the order of the antiautomorphism must be a multiple of four.
2.2. Techniques for Solution. Since we are attempting not only to answer the question but also to demonstrate how the theorem prover was used in the investigation, we present here a relatively detailed account of our approach to investigating the question.
Suppose that the answer to the question is yes, and that H is the antiautomorphism. Since the order of H is a multiple of 4, the semigroup contains distinct elements B, C, D, and E such that HiB) = C, H{C) = D, and HiD) = E. If H has order 4, then such elements exist with .//(£) = B.
We begin by making a number of assumptions about the desired semigroup S and its antiautomorphism H. We do this not without loss of generality but as a first move. The first assumption is that H has order 4. (Fortunately, a solution to the problem can be found with this condition. If this had not happened, the technique outlined here could still have been used, but more computer time would have been required.) We assume further that S is generated by the elements B, C, D, and E which cycle under H.
Finally, we need to introduce relations which will make the semigroup finite. One particularly straightforward way to do this is to assume that all products of more than a certain number of elements are identical. This has the additional benefit of making it unnecessary for the theorem prover to deal with terms beyond a specified complexity. In this investigation it was assumed that all products of four or more elements were identical. It turned out that this allowed sufficient complexity for the desired example to be found within the limits imposed by this restriction.
The assumptions above provide us with a semigroup of order 85 which supports a nontrivial antiautomorphism.
Unfortunately, involutions abound. For example, one can construct a nontrivial involution by extending the mapping which exchanges two of the generators and leaves the others fixed. The plan of attack on the problem, then, is to adjoin to the current set of relations which define S (those that make all products of four or more elements identical) more relations, so chosen as to block the existence of an involution while preserving the existence of an antiautomorphism.
By adjoining relations to S we are forming a quotient semigroup S", consisting of the equivalence classes of elements of S under the relations. The antiautomorphism H on S can be defined on the quotient semigroup as follows. Let/>: S -> S' be the natural projection of S onto S'. Define H'ipix)) = piHix)). This makes sense as long as it is true that for all x and y in S,pix) = piy) implies/>(/f(.x)) = />(//( v)). The computer helps most in examining the consequences of adding a given relation. The first type of consequence, as described in the preceding paragraph, is that the addition of a relation R requires that the relations HiR), H\R), and H\R) be added as well. (For example, adding the relation BC = CDD requires addition of DC = EED, DE = EBB, and BE = CCB. This is done automatically by the theorem prover, as will be explained below. Secondly, adding a relation may force the addition of yet more relations to keep the operation in S well-defined. For example, adding BB = DD forces us to add EBB = EDD, etc.) The theorem prover automatically provided these additional relations. Finally, once a set of relations was chosen, the theorem prover automatically tested the resulting semigroup for the presence of involutions.
The selection of a set of relations can either be automated or left to the investigator. In order to provide some insight into the first solution of the problem, we present here some observations which led us to the right choice of relations. Even in this phase, the theorem prover provided moral support in that the effects of any choice could always be easily and reliably checked.
Let us consider the original semigroup S of order 85 and what relations to add in order to block the existence of involutions. Each possible involution falls into at least one of the following three classes:
(i) those which interchange at least two of the generators, (ii) those which interchange a generator with a nongenerator, (iii) those which fix all four generators. We can block involutions of the second class by avoiding the addition of relations which allow a generator to be written as a product. To see this, suppose that J is an involution which interchanges, say, B with CD. Then B = J\B) = JiCD) = /(Z))/(C), and B has been written as a product.
Consider next an involution J of the third class. The presence, for some X and Y, of the relation BBX = DDY requires the addition of the relation JiX)BB = JiY)DD. Thus, if we can find a relation of the form BBX = DDY, which does not yield one of the form ZBB = WDD when all required relations are added, this will block involutions of the third class.
Similarly one can examine the consequences of the existence of an involution of the first class in the presence of some proposed relation by considering the various possible interchanges between two generators.
Such considerations can greatly narrow the search for the desired relations. The theorem prover assists by automatically generating the set of relations implied by a given choice, and by checking for involutions. The exact technique by which the theorem prover is made to do this is described in Section 4.
Let R be the relation BBC = DDE. Then since H\R) = R, the only additional relation which must be added is HiR), namely DCC = BEE. As noted above,
there cannot be any involutions of the second or third class. To see that there cannot be any of the first class, observe that any exchange of generators will introduce more relations. This establishes the existence of a finite semigroup S (of order 83) which has an antiautomorphism (inherited from the antiautomorphism H of S) but no nontrivial involutions. The computer-assisted search for a smaller example will be described in the next section. 2.3. The Solution of Order 7. The search for smaller examples of semigroups having the desired property consisted of adding relations to this semigroup of order 83. The theorem prover facilitated experimentation by quickly and accurately calculating the consequence of adding any set of relations. Thus experience was gained which led eventually to the following set of relations:
(1) All products of three or more elements are equal to BD, (2) BD = CE = EC = CB, (3) BB = DD = BC.
Other equalities were derived by the theorem prover from these, in accordance with the considerations described above. The elements of the resulting semigroup are represented by the equivalence classes of B, C, D, E, BD, BB, BE. If we name these equivalence classes a, b, c, d, e,f, and g, respectively, the multiplication table of the semigroup is as follows:** a b c d e f g
The antiautomorphism h acts as follows: g f f e e e h(a) = *> Kb) = c hic) = d
e e e g e e e h(d) = a hie) = e h(f) -g e e e e e e e hig) = f f f e g e e e e g e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e
3. An Introduction to Automated Theorem Proving. In this section we described in some detail how the theorem prover was used in the investigation described in Section 2. We begin by giving a brief informal overview of standard terminology and techniques, intended for the reader who is totally urtfarniliar with automated theorem proving. A more formal and complete treatment may be found in [1] . Then we will show how these techniques and some nonstandard ones were used to extend sets of relations and check for the presence of involutions.
A theorem prover is a program which accepts as input statements in the first-order predicate calculus. Its output consists of statements in the first-order predicate calculus which are derivable from the input statements by means of one or more standard inference rules (such as modus ponens). Several formalisms and inference systems have been developed. The one on which the theorem prover used here is based is called resolution.
3.1. Normal Forms. For our purposes any statement in first-order predicate calculus can be replaced by a conjunction of disjunctions, in which each disjunction has the property that all variables are universally quantified. For example, the statement VX3Y(P(X, Y)^>Q(X)) becomes (VJTX -i PiX, F(X)) V Q(X)). The function F which chooses a Y for each X is called a Skolem function. A statement which consists of such a conjunction of disjunctions is said to be in normal form.
The disjunctions themselves are called clauses, and the disjuncts are its literals. We consider a list of clauses to represent the conjunction of those clauses, and we omit the universal quantifiers and the disjunction symbols from the representation, since they are redundant. Hence the statement above can be represented as a clause as follows:
CL -nP(X,F(X)) Q(X).
we prefix clauses by "CL" in order to distinguish them from other expressions. In the next section, we describe how new clauses are derived from existing ones. Then from CL ELiA, S) and CL ELiB, S) hyperresolution derives CL ELiFiA, B), S).
3.3. Demodulation. The equality predicate plays a special role in the theorem prover used in this investigation. Whenever a clause of the form CL EQUALCTl, T2) was derived in this problem, it was added to a list of rewrite rules called demodulators. (One has the option with our program of treating none, some, or all new equalities as demodulators.) Demodulation is the process of replacing the term Tl by the term T2 in any derived clause if EQUALITl, T2) is a demodulator. Furthermore, if TV can be obtained from 7T by a substitution for some of 7Ts variables (i.e. TV is an instance of Tl) and T2' is obtained from T2 by applying the same substitution, then we may replace TV by T2' in any derived clause. Newly derived demodulators are also applied to existing clauses. Multiple demodulators can be applied in a single step. A variety of techniques exist to prevent looping. Finally, all terms are assigned a measure of complexity and tie-breaking rules exist so that there is a canonical way of ordering the arguments of equalities so that "simpler" terms always occur on the right. As an example, consider the following set of clauses ( 
1) CL EQUAL(F(A), B) (demodulator), (2) CL EQUALidX), FiX)) (demodulator), (3)CL^P(T)
QiY), (4)CLP(GL4)).
The clause CL QiB), the result of clashing (3) against (4) and applying first (2) and then (1) as demodulators, is derived by the theorem prover in a single step.
3.4. Subsumption. When a clause is derived which is a logically weaker statement than a clause which already exists, in most cases the new clause is immediately deleted. For example, if CL PiVO, VI, V2, V2) is an existing clause and CL PiA, B, C, C) is derived, it is immediately deleted, although CL PiA, B,C,D)
would not be deleted. The new clause is said to be subsumed by the old clause. Old clauses may also be subsumed by new clauses.
3.5. Standard Use of a Automated Theorem Prover. The theorem-proving program used in the present investigation [3] , [4] , [5] was originally designed to find proofs of theorems. This is accomplished by providing as input clauses a set of axioms for a particular domain and a set of clauses representing the negation of the statement of the theorem to be proved. Derivation by the theorem prover of the empty clause then signals a contradiction, since the empty clause results from clashing CL P with CL -i P. The derivation history of the empty clause then provides a proof of the theorem.
One major point of this paper is to show how such a theorem prover can be used, without any new programming, in a completely different way. In investigating the existence of semigroups with certain properties, the theorem prover was used more as an algebraic and logical calculator. This change of use was accomplished merely by using special types of input clauses, so that the required calculations could be accomplished through hyperresolution and demodulation. The following section describes how this was done.
Use of the Theorem Prover in Investigating Semigroups.
In this section we demonstrate in considerable detail exactly how the standard theorem-proving concepts described in the preceding section were used in the investigation described in Section 2. It is to be emphasized that no new programming specific to this problem was done. An existing theorem-proving program was used, with input clauses specially designed for this investigation. It is hoped that this will serve as an example of nonstandard use of a theorem prover which will inspire other uses of existing theorem-proving programs by researchers outside the theorem-proving community.
Recall from Section 2 that in the investigation described there the theorem prover was used to examine the consequences of adding various relations to a semigroup with four generators, cyclicly permuted by an antiautomorphism H, made finite by the relations equating all products of four or more elements. In the following sections, we describe (i) the input clauses which describe the basic semigroup S, the antiautomorphism H, and the further relations to be added to define a new semigroup, (ii) the input clauses which cause new relations forced by the fact that multiplication must be well defined in the new semigroup, (iii) the input clauses which cause new relations forced by the fact that H must be well defined in the new semigroup, (iv) the input clauses which cause the theorem prover to check for the presence of antiautomorphisms of order two. The first clause represents associativity. It becomes a demodulator which canonicalizes products by associating them to the right.
CL EQUALiFiFiVO, VI), V2), F(K0, F(F1, V2))).
The next clause says that all products of four or more elements are equal to BBBB.
2 CL EQUALiFiV0, F(Vl, F(V2, V3))), F(5, F(fi, F(fi, B)))).
Next we describe the action of H on the generators and extend it to products.
3 CL EQUALiHiB), C) 4 CL EQUALiHiC), D) 5 CL EQUALiHiD), E) 6 CL EQUALiHiE), B) 1 CL EQUALiHiFiVO, VI)), FiHiVl), HiVO))).
All of these become demodulators. 4 .2. Multiplication is Well Defined. The existence of one relation implies others, since multiplication is well defined. For example, the relation BB = CC implies the relation BBD = CCD. This was handled in the following way. All equalities of products were represented by equalities with a variable concatenated to the product on each side of the equality. For example BB = CC is represented by the clause CL EQUALiFiB, F(5, V0)), FiC FiC V0))).
Thus although the relation BBD = CCD is not explicitly derived, if the term BBD occurs in any derived clause, it will immediately be demodulated by the above clause to CCD. Similarly, if DBB occurs, since it will be represented as F(£>, FiB, FiB, V0))), the demodulator will apply.
When it is desired to remove this formal variable (see 4.3 and 4.4), the following clauses are used. The function REMVAR stands for "remove variable." 8 CL EQUALiREMVARiFiVO, VI)), V0) 9 CL EQUALiREMVARiFiVO, F(K1, V2))), FiVO, REMVARiFiVl, V2)))).
The theorem prover prevents clause 8 from demodulating clause 9, and, in situations where both demodulators may apply, applies clause 9 first.
There is also a more subtle way in which a given set of relations may force the addition of more relations because multiplication is well defined. For example, the relations AB = D and BC = E imply both that ABC = DC and ABC = AE. The technique described in the preceding paragraph does not add this relation, either implicitly or explicitly. The following clauses are used to add relations which are forced in this way, essentially by transitivity of equality.
10 CL -,EQUALiV0,Vl) -,FQt¿4L(K0, K2) EQUALiVl, V2) 11 CL -,EQUALiFiVO, VI), V2) -<EQUALiVl, V3) EQUALiFiVO, V3), V2) 12 CL ^EQUALiFiVO, FiVl,V2)),V3) -^EQUALÍV2, V4) EQUALiFiVO, FiVl, V4)), V3) 13 CL -, EQUALiFi V0, F( V1, F( V2, V3))), V4) -, EQUALi V3, V5) EQUALiFiVO, FiVl, F(K2, V5))), V4).
To see exactly how these clauses work, consider how AB = D and BC = E derive AE = DC. The relations AB -D and BC = E will be input as CL EQUALiFiA, FiB, KO)), F(A V0)) and CL EQUALiFiB, FiC V0)), FiE, KO)), respectively.
Hyperresolution will clash these against the first two literals in clause 11 substituting FiC, KO) for KO in the first of these and with the following substitutions for the variables in clause 11 : K0 = A VI = FiB, FiC, KO)) K2 = FiD, FiC KO)) K3 = FiE, KO).
The resulting clause is CL EQUALiFiA, FiE, KO)), F(Z>, FiC KO))), as desired. 4.3. 77ie Effect of H in Adding Relations. Recall that we are trying to modify the semigroup S, which has an antiautomorphism H, by adding relations to S in such a way that the semigroup thus formed still has a well-defined antiautomorphism inherited from H. This means that for each relation added, its image under H must also be added. For example, since HiB) = C and rT(C) = D, the relation BB -BC forces the relation CC = DC. In order to accomplish this, only one more clause is needed:
14 CL ^EQUAL(F(V0, VI), V2) EQUALiFiHiREMVARiVl)), F(H(V0), K3))), (F(H(REMVAR(V2)), V3)).
Thus from BB = BC, which is represented by CL EQUALiFiB, FiB, KO)), F(B, FiC KO)))
we get, using clause 14, CL EQUAL(F(HiREMVARiFiB, KO)))), F(/Y(5), Kl), FiHiREMVARiFiB, FiC KO))))), Kl), which demodulates, using clauses 8 and 9, to CL EQUALiFiHiB), F(/7(fi), Kl))), F(/7(F(5, C)), Kl), which demodulates, using clauses 7, 3 and 1, to CL EQUALiFiC FiC KO)), F(F(A C), KO)), which demodulates, using clause 1, to CL EQUALiFiC, FiC KO)), F(Z>, FiC KO))), as desired.
4.4. Checking for involutions. So far we have shown how to represent relations and how the theorem prover automatically adds relations which are implied by these relations. In this section we describe those clauses input to the theorem prover to cause it to check for the presence of an involution in the semigroup that results from adding these relations to the original semigroup S. It is in this situation that subsumption will be used.
In Section 2.2 we discussed how one may narrow the search for involutions by considering only those which permute the generators. Therefore one may check for involutions by checking the permutations of the generators which have order 2. There are nine such permutations.
These EQUALiFiFiJiREMVARi VI)), /( KO)), K3), FÍJÍREMVARÍV2)), V3)).
The various relations are clashed against the first literal in clause 21. If an involution is inheritable to the new semigroup, the two arguments of the second literal must be identical, after all demodulators are implied. If this happens, the resulting clause will be subsumed by the input clause 22 EQUALiVO, KO).
Therefore we can tell whether the new semigroup supports an involution inherited from S by seeing whether any clauses are generated from clause 21. If at least one clause is generated (and not subsumed) from clause 21 for each of the nine input PERM clauses, then the resulting semigroup has no involutions. If a clause is generated by clause 21 and kept, then the generated clause describes the contradiction which blocks the existence of the proposed involution.
The reader may recognize at this point that difficulties associated with the word problem need to be dealt with, since we are relying on the generated set of demodulators to reduce equal expressions to identical expressions. In fact, our set of demodulators forms a complete set of reductions [2] and so all equal expressions will indeed be reduced to identical ones. The demodulators have the finite termination property since the universe of terms for this problem was well ordered by our program and, when a demodulator is applied, the resulting term is less than the original term in the well ordering. They have the unique termination property since they apply to one another. If EQUALiA, B) and EQUALiA, C) both occur, then the first demodulates the second to EQUAUB, C), deleting EQUALiA, C) but maintaining its effect, since the term A will now demodulate first to B and then to C. Therefore it is impossible for a term to demodulate to two different terms.
For example, consider the example of order 7 which was found. The input relations were: BC = BB, DD = BB, and all products of three or more elements equal to BD, as well as to CE, EC, and CB. This semigroup is described by entering the following clauses: CL EQUALiFiB, FiC KO)), F(fi, F(5, KO))) CL EQUALiFiD, F(Z>, KO)), F(5, F(fi, KO))) CL EQUALiFiC, FiE, KO)), F(Ä, FiD, KO))) CL EQUALiFiE, FiC KO)), F(fi, FiD, KO))) CL EQUALiFiC FiB, KO)), F(5, F(A KO))) CL EQUALiFiKO, F(Kl, F(K2, K3))), F (5, F(A K3)) ).
The methods of Sections 4.2 and 4.3 cause many other relations (demodulators) to be generated, among them 101 CL EQUALiFiC FiD, KO)), F(fi, F(£>, KO))).
The involution (5C)(Z))(F) is considered by entering the clause CL PERMiC B, D, E), which produces a set of demodulators as described above. When clause 101 is clashed against clause 21 the result is CL EQUALiFiFiJiREMVARiFiD, KO)))), 7(C)), K3), FiJiREMVAR(FiB, FiD, KO)))), K3).
This is then immediately simplified, using all available demodulators, to 126 CL EQUALiFiB, FiD, KO)), F(5, F(F, KO))).
This clause is a new relation, and hence represents a contradiction. The exact nature of the contradiction is as follows. The relation CD = BD (CL 101) is a consequence of the input relations. Applying J to both sides give us BD = BE (CL 126), which is false in the semigroup being considered. The other possible involutions are eliminated similarly. In fact, clauses can be constructed which cause the theorem prover to loop through the possible involutions in one run.
Conclusion. The mathematical results contained here are of interest in their own right. Moreover, we have attempted to show by example how one might use a general purpose theorem-proving program as a tool in mathematical research.
Appendix. There are exactly four semigroups of order seven which support an antiautomorphism but no involution. One is given in Section 2. 
